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A B S T R A C T   

Porous scaffolds were fabricated via Digital Light Processing (DLP) from β-TCP powder and sintered by con-
ventional sintering in air (CSA), rapid sintering in air (RSA) and pressure-less spark plasma sintering in vacuum 
(pl-SPS), at four different temperatures: 1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 ºC. Each sintering strategy resulted in 
scaffolds with different phase composition, microstructure and mechanical properties. Long dwell times or high 
temperatures were required to achieve a complete β→α transformation, and rapid cooling rates avoided the 
reverse transformation. The presence of graphite in the sintering chamber played a crucial role in stabilising the 
α-TCP phase, phase prevailing in SPS-treated scaffolds, hindered their densification and avoided the generation 
of transformation-induced cracks. All scaffolds exhibited compressive strengths within the range of cancellous 
bone, with the highest average value of 22 ± 4 MPa achieved by the RSA scaffolds sintered at 1300 ºC, thanks to 
their greater densification and fine microstructure.   

1. Introduction 

The excellent osteoconductivity and bioactive properties of trical-
cium phosphates (TCP) have promoted their use as bone cements and 
substitutes in therapeutic repair procedures based on bone tissue engi-
neering [1]. This material can be found in several allotropic forms, but 
only two phases are stable/metastable at room temperature. The most 
stable polymorph is β, which undergoes a phase transformation to α 
above 1135 ◦C [2]. While β-TCP exhibits excellent biomineralisation and 
cell adhesion, α-TCP shows higher solubility and transforms into 
calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite in a biological environment [2,3]. The 
greatest disadvantages of calcium phosphates are their brittleness and 
lower strength, a combination that limits their use as bone implants in 
load-bearing regions of the skeleton. Due to the difficulty of sintering 
α-TCP [2,4], this polymorph has mainly been used in the development of 
bioactive pastes or cements for bone repair, while defect-free dense 
bodies made from α-TCP have not been widely reported. Therefore, their 
mechanical properties have not been extensively studied and to date 
only a few studies have addressed the fabrication of α-TCP dense scaf-
folds [4]. 

Using Additive Manufacturing (AM), in particular Digital Light 

Processing (DLP), it is possible to create patient-specific bone scaffolds 
with customised biodegradable properties and simultaneously improve 
the mechanical properties of these lattices while preserving pore inter-
connectivity throughout the structure [5,6]. Like other vat polymerisa-
tion processes, DLP enables the manufacturing of complex 3D objects 
layer by layer, using UV light to selectively harden a liquid photo-
polymeric resin. In the case of TCP parts, a suspension is created by 
adding ceramic powder to the photopolymer resin. Similarly, the 
photo-curing suspension is loaded on a transparent vat onto which the 
printer projects sequential images corresponding to the layers into 
which the object has previously been divided. As the resin cures to a 
predetermined thickness, the ceramic particles are trapped in the 
hardened layer [7–9]. Subsequently, a debinding process is necessary to 
remove the organic material before sintering the resulting calcium 
phosphate body. 

During sintering, the ceramic particles join together to constitute a 
solid body through diffusion. With conventional heating densification of 
TCP is often achieved at the expense of enormous grain growth and the 
formation of cracks due to the volumetric changes that occur during TCP 
phase transformations. Both the uncontrolled grain growth and the 
transformation-induced cracking reduce the mechanical performance of 
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the sintered bodies [10,11]. Although several recent studies have 
addressed the sintering of calcium phosphates by advanced sintering 
techniques [10,12,13], their applicability to laminar structures of cal-
cium phosphates deposited by DLP remains untested. Only a few studies 
have succeeded in sintering complex porous objects without the use of 
pressure [14], and not always maintaining a small grain size or pre-
venting the formation of cracks. 

This study aims to analyse the sintering behaviour of tricalcium 
phosphate scaffolds fabricated by DLP using rapid sintering techniques 
at different temperatures. In particular, the scaffolds will be sintered 
using conventional sintering in air (CSA), rapid sintering in air (RSA), 
and pressure-less spark plasma sintering in vacuum (pl-SPS) at 1200, 
1300, 1400 and 1500 ºC, with different heating regimes. Therefore, it 
will be studied how different heating rates, dwell times and sintering 
atmospheres influence their phase composition, microstructure and 
compressive strength. The resulting scaffolds will be compared to 
identify the best strategy to obtain bioactive scaffolds with a dense 
microstructure while maintaining a small grain size and a tailored phase 
composition, in order to improve their mechanical performance and 
bioactivity while reducing processing times. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Fabrication 

Photosensitive ceramic suspensions with a solid loading of 40 vol% 
were created using the following formulation, developed in a previous 
study [15]: commercially available β-TCP powder (Whitlockite OD, 
Plasma Biotal Limited, United Kingdom), with an average particle size of 
2.36 µm, and a density of 3.07 g/cm3, was coated with 0.1 wt% of oleic 
acid (OA) in order to avoid sedimentation [16,17]. This powder was 
added to an unpigmented acrylic resin (FTD Standard Blend 3D Printing 
resin, Fun to Do, Netherland), with a density of 1.13 g/cm3 and a vis-
cosity of 0.07 Pa⋅s (at a shear rate of 10 s− 1), in which a 30 wt% of 
camphor was previously diluted in order to reduce its viscosity and 
facilitate printing [18]. All the components were then mixed in a cen-
trifugal planetary mixer THINKY ARE-250 (THINKY, Japan) and the 
suspension was stored at a temperature of approximately 37 ◦C to 
facilitate flowability during printing [19]. 

Cubic-shaped porous scaffolds with external dimensions of 6.0 × 6.0 
× 6.0 mm were created by 3D modelling. They consisted of 4 layers of 
square section struts crossing at common points in the three orthogonal 
directions of the space. Specifically, the designed strut thickness was t =
0.6 mm, separated a distance s = 1.2 mm, both horizontally and verti-
cally. This arrangement corresponded to a porosity of 64.8% of their 
total volume. 

The green bodies were obtained using the DLP bottom-up fabrication 
system Asiga Max Mini UV385 (Asiga, Australia). For this purpose, the 
3D models were sliced into 50 µm thick layers and the suspension was 
loaded onto a transparent vat. Polymerisation of each layer was induced 
by exposing the suspension for 0.252 s to UV light radiation at a 
wavelength of 385 nm and an intensity of 31 mJ/cm2. Post-processing 
consisted firstly of the removal of uncured resin residues trapped in 
the pores using isopropanol, sonication and drying with compressed air, 
and secondly of a post-curing treatment performed in a UV light 
chamber for 2 min, which ensures the integrity of the specimens and 
reduces the likelihood of delamination or other deformation defects 
appearing due to uneven curing. 

2.2. Heat treatment 

In order to minimise defects caused by the release of gases during the 
degradation of the cured polymer in air [20,21], and to accelerate the 
typically long process, a two-step heat treatment was employed for 
debinding. In the first step, the printed samples were vacuum debinded 
in a retort furnace (CLASIC 2011DEB, Clasic Ltd., Czech Republic). 

Based on previous thermogravimetric analysis [15], two ramps of 
0.5 ◦C/min up to 300 ◦C and 390 ◦C respectively were used, with dwell 
times of 60 min at each temperature. For samples that were not to be 
sintered in air (i.e. SPS-sintered in vacuum), any residual carbon present 
in the samples after this initial oxygen-free debinding treatment, was 
eliminated in a second step in a conventional furnace (CLASIC 1200 M, 
Clasic Ltd., Czech Republic) at 750 ◦C for an hour using a heating rate of 
1 ◦C/min. 

Conventional and advanced sintering methods were compared at 
four different temperatures: 1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 ◦C, as sum-
marised in Table 1. Thus, batches of 10 samples were sintered by con-
ventional sintering in air (CSA), rapid sintering in air (RSA) or pressure- 
less Spark Plasma Sintering in vacuum (pl-SPS) at each temperature. 
CSA was performed in a conventional chamber furnace (CLASIC 1800 C, 
Clasic Ltd., Czech Republic) using heating rates of 3 ◦C/min, dwell times 
of 120 min and cooling rates of 10 ◦C/min. The samples collected after 
sintering were marked as CSA-1200, CSA-1300, CSA-1400 and CSA- 
1500, according to the sintering temperature. 

On the other hand, RSA was carried out in a furnace with a bottom 
loading mechanism (CLASIC 0117E, Clasic Ltd., Czech Republic). This 
furnace allowed to controllably insert the sample holder into the hot 
zone, located in its upper part, at a pre-set heating rate that is controlled 
by the speed of the platform movement (see Fig. 1a). Heating and 
cooling rates of 100 ◦C/min were employed with a dwell time of 5 min at 
the selected temperature, which was controlled by a thermocouple 
located near the samples. As before, the sintered samples were marked 
as RSA-1200, RSA-1300, RSA-1400 and RSA-1500, according to their 
sintering temperature. 

The same heating and cooling rates as for RSA were used to sinter the 
scaffolds in the SPS apparatus (SPS-625, Dr. Sinter, Japan). Although in 
this case the process was performed in a mild vacuum (i.e., <10 Pa), no 
direct mechanical force was applied to the samples as in the previous 
cases to facilitate comparison. For this purpose, the scaffolds were 
placed in a covered graphite crucible with an inner diameter of 50 mm 
and a height of 20 mm. A pulsed DC current was circulated through the 
crucible with a duty cycle of 12 ms ON / 2 ms OFF in order to generate 
the heat, and a minimal compression load (~1.5 kN) was induced on the 
crucible to ensure good electrical contact (see Fig. 1b). Throughout the 
process, the temperature of the system was monitored by a radiation 
thermometer focused on the inner surface of the crucible through a small 
hole drilled in its wall. Again, the sintered samples were marked ac-
cording to the selected treatment as SPS-1200, SPS-1300, SPS-1400 
and SPS-1500. 

In addition, in order to isolate the effect of the sintering atmosphere 
on the scaffold’s final density, some specimens were sintered in a con-
ventional furnace (Xerion furnace, Xerion Berlin Laboratories GmbH, 
Germany) and a gas pressure furnace (CLASIC Graphite Pressure 
Furnace, Clasic Ltd., Czech Republic) using three different atmospheres 
(air, vacuum, and nitrogen) and the same regime (heating ramp of 3 ◦C/ 
min up to 1200 ◦C and a dwell time of 120 min) as for the CSA samples. 

2.3. Microstructural characterisation 

To evaluate and compare the densification achieved by each sinter-
ing treatment, the apparent density and the shrinkage of the specimens 

Table 1 
Heat treatment used in conventional sintering in air (CSA), rapid sintering in air 
(RSA) and pressure-less Spark Plasma Sintering (pl-SPS) at 1200, 1300, 1400 
and 1500 ◦C.   

CSA RSA pl-SPS 

Atmosphere Air Air Vacuum 
Heating rate 3 ◦C/min 100 ◦C/min 100 ◦C/min 
Dwell time 120 min 5 min 5 min 
Cooling rate 10 ◦C/min 100 ◦C/min 100 ◦C/min  
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were determined by measuring their weight and external dimensions 
using a digital balance and calliper. Scanning electron microscopy 
(S3600 N, Hitachi, Japan; Verios 460 L, Thermo Fisher Scientific Brno s. 
r.o., Czech Republic and TESCAN LYRA3, TESCAN Brno, s.r.o., Czech 
Republic) was performed to reveal the scaffold’s struts shape, surface 
quality and microstructure, as well as to estimate their grain size and 
porosity. Average grain size values were obtained by Gauss fitting, for 
which more than 400 grains were measured. As phase transformations 
were expected to occur during sintering at the selected temperatures 
[22–24], the crystalline phases present in the samples were also iden-
tified by X-ray diffractometry (XRD, Rigaku SmartLab 3 kW) on powder 
obtained by crushing the sintered specimens. Diffractometries were 
performed at 40 kV voltage and 30 mA current, in Bragg-Brentano 
measurement mode between 10º and 90º with a scan speed of 3º/min. 
A Rietveld’s refinement was applied to all XRD patterns using MAUD 
(Material Analysis Using Diffraction) software [25]. The structural 
models corresponding to α-TCP and β-TCP [26–28] published in the 
Crystallography Open Database were employed to estimate the quantity 
of each phase using the mentioned software. 

2.4. Mechanical testing 

The compressive strength (σc) of the sintered specimens was deter-
mined from the maximum stress recorded during uniaxial compression 
tests. These tests were performed on a universal testing machine (Shi-
madzu Autograph AG-IS, Japan) in air. The load was applied perpen-
dicular to the building plane at a constant crosshead speed of 0.6 mm/ 
min. Nominal stress–strain curves were obtained by normalising the 
captured load vs. displacement data using the initial external di-
mensions of each sample. Batches of minimum 6 specimens per sintering 
condition were tested. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Microstructural characterisation 

SEM micrographs corresponding to the lateral surface of represen-
tative sintered scaffolds for all temperatures and methods (CSA, RSA and 
pl-SPS) are displayed in Fig. 2, as labelled. A vertical strut is shown at 
larger magnification, with the full specimen as an inset, both oriented 
with the first printed layer at the bottom. While scaffolds sintered by pl- 
SPS exhibit a regular cubic shape regardless of the sintering temperature 
used, pictures corresponding to CSA and RSA scaffolds show that the 
specimens suffer significant distortions when heated above 1200 ◦C. 
Indeed, especially in the case of CSA, scaffolds sintered at 1300 and 
1400 ◦C tended to adopt an elephant’s foot shape, revealing an uneven 
densification between their top and bottom parts. This could be 

attributed to the thermal insulation effect of the alumina plate in the 
case of CSA and the alumina foam in the case of RSA, on which the 
scaffolds were supported during sintering, but this situation is unlikely 
in the case of CSA, where a two-hour dwell time should have been suf-
ficient to homogeneously heat the scaffolds from all sides. However, this 
effect disappeared when scaffolds were sintered at 1500 ◦C, where 
uniform densification must have been achieved. When sintering stoi-
chiometric β-TCP above 1288 ◦C, a liquid phase is expected to form and 
increase with the temperature [29]. The presence of this liquid phase 
could then be responsible for the improved densification of these 
scaffolds. 

The external dimensions of the green bodies were 5.97 ± 0.05 mm, 
very close to the CAD model. These were used to evaluate the shrinkage 
of the scaffolds after each of the sintering routes. The behaviour of the 
CSA and RSA treated specimens was quite similar and their shrinkage 
increased progressively with increasing temperature. The measured 
values ranged from 17 ± 2% at 1200 ◦C to 19 ± 2% at 1500 ◦C for CSA 
scaffolds, and from 15 ± 1% to 20 ± 3% in RSA scaffolds in the same 
temperature range. On the contrary, minimal variations were measured 
for the pl-SPS scaffolds at the three lower temperatures, with a shrinkage 
of around 10%, while at 1500 ◦C the shrinkage increased to 13 ± 1%, 
still far from the values obtained in CSA and RSA. This data is sum-
marised together with apparent density measurements for all scaffolds 
in Table 2. 

Despite a generally good surface appearance, as typical of DLP fab-
rications, it is possible to easily distinguish the individual building layers 
that comprise the struts on their captured surface. In addition, some 
delamination and other defects, probably related to the elimination of 
the organics (indicated by white arrows in Fig. 2), were also identified. 
Another possible cause of these defects could be related to residual 
carbon elimination during sintering in CSA and, especially, RSA speci-
mens, since the high heating rates employed during sintering could lead 
to uncontrolled gas release [21]. However this is unlikely since the 
remaining carbon content after vacuum debinding, quantified in previ-
ous study [15] to be ~3%, is too low to induce these defects. It should 
also be noted that the above-mentioned defects were less evident in the 
scaffolds with a higher degree of densification. 

SEM micrographs of the polished and thermally etched surfaces of all 
sintered scaffolds included in Fig. 3 revealed clear differences in their 
microstructures. 

The specimens that underwent CSA and RSA treatments exhibited a 
similar tendency: a visible and progressive reduction in porosity and 
increase in grain size with the rising sintering temperature, which was 
much less evident in pl-SPS samples. A quantitative comparison of these 
estimated values of both parameters are included in Fig. 4. 

Surface microporosity data in Fig. 4a evidence clear differences be-
tween the three sintering methods. At first sight, it is evident that the 
densities of specimens sintered in air, both CSA and especially RSA, are 
clearly higher than those of the pl-SPS sintered samples. And while a 
monotonic decrease in microporosity with temperature is observed in 
CSA scaffolds, RSA and especially pl-SPS samples show no significant 
densification at the higher temperatures. Thus, fast sintering strategies 
seem to achieve final density at lower temperatures compared to con-
ventional sintering. In fact, CSA required a temperature of 1500 ◦C to 
achieve a level of microporosity similar to that of RSA samples sintered 
at 1300 ◦C. This is typically attributed to fast sintering inhibiting grain 
growth, which in turn facilitates surface diffusion and accelerates 
densification. This is in good agreement with grain size measurements 
(Fig. 4b), which were in general significantly lower in the fast sintering 
processes. However, despite exhibiting the smallest grain sizes at most 
temperatures, the microporosity of pl-SPS samples varied from almost 
twice that of RSA counterparts already at 1200 ◦C to more than five 
times higher at 1500 ◦C, despite both treatments using the same tem-
perature profile. The difference in sintering atmosphere between RSA 
and pl-SPS seems the most obvious suspect for these density differences. 
However, sintering experiments were carried out in a conventional 

Fig. 1. Schematic of scaffolds heat treatment in (a) the Rapid Sintering furnace 
with bottom loading mechanism and (b) pressure-less Spark Plasma Sinter-
ing apparatus. 
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Fig. 2. Representative SEM micrographs of the lateral surface of struts corresponding to scaffolds sintered as indicated on the right insets, which include overall 
views of the scaffolds. Arrows indicate small defects attributed to the elimination of the organics. 
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controlled atmosphere furnace under three different atmospheres (air, 
nitrogen and vacuum) using the same slow treatment (heating rate of 
3 ◦C/min and a dwell time of 120 min at 1200 ◦C). The results, which 

are also included in Fig. 4a as light grey solid squares, indicate that the 
change in atmosphere only increases densification of the sample, espe-
cially under vacuum. Therefore, the vacuum does not explain the poorer 
densification obtained in the pl-SPS treatments. Instead, it is the graphite 
lining/heating elements used in the SPS furnace and the graphite cru-
cibles containing the samples are considered responsible for the 
observed differences. This was corroborated by using the same slow 
heating setup but in a gas pressure furnace with graphite lining and 
heating elements, where samples were sintered under a nitrogen at-
mosphere and vacuum. The results of these experiments, included in 
Fig. 4a as hollow squares, evidence that the density achieved by scaf-
folds sintered in the gas-pressure furnace, regardless of the employed 
atmosphere, is noticeably lower than in the case of samples sintered in 
the conventional furnace. Thus, the presence of graphite in the furnace 
severely hampers densification during sintering, in accordance with 
previous studies dealing with the sintering of ceramic oxides by SPS [30, 
31]. This is probably due to the incorporation of carbon into the TCP 
microstructure as an interstitial element, explaining the poor perfor-
mance of the pl-SPS sintering treatment. 

Table 2 
Scaffolds’ external dimensions and apparent density values.  

Sample External dimensions [mm] Apparent density [g/cm3] 

Green body 5.97 ± 0.05 - 
CSA-  1200 4.96 ± 0.08 0.96 ± 0.03  

1300 4.9 ± 0.1 1.01 ± 0.03  
1400 4.8 ± 0.1 1.05 ± 0.05  
1500 4.81 ± 0.08 1.06 ± 0.03 

RSA-  1200 5.1 ± 0.1 0.94 ± 0.03  
1300 4.79 ± 0.09 1.12 ± 0.04  
1400 4.8 ± 0.1 1.10 ± 0.03  
1500 4.8 ± 0.1 1.11 ± 0.05 

pl-SPS-  1200 5.32 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.03  
1300 5.39 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.02  
1400 5.36 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.03  
1500 5.18 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.03  

Fig. 3. SEM cross-sectional micrographs of polished and thermally etched surfaces of CSA, RSA and pl-SPS samples sintered at 1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 ◦C, as 
indicated in the legend. Coarse dashed lines indicate the presence of a second phase (corresponding to α-TCP) [29]. 
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Grain size evolution with sintering temperature (Fig. 4b) also war-
rants additional analysis. Besides the already mentioned reduction in 
grain growth achieved by rapid sintering treatments—which is already 
evident in the average grain size values at 1200 ◦C, and which increases 
up to a 100% or more difference at higher temperatures—it is worth 
noting that this growth is interrupted by the appearance of a new phase 

in the form of aggregates of considerably finer grains. These are quite 
evident in the microstructure of RSA-1400 and RSA-1500 scaffolds 
(Fig. 3). These fine grains also dominate the microstructure of the CSA 
samples sintered at 1500 ◦C. This means that CSA scaffolds sintered at 
this temperature have an average grain size almost five times smaller 
than their RSA counterparts, as shown in Fig. 4b. Similar reductions in 

Fig. 4. Plot of (a) surface microporosity and (b) average grain size of scaffolds as a function of the sintering temperature for at each process: conventional furnace in 
air (CSA), rapid sintering in air (RSA) and SPS apparatus (pl-SPS), as indicated. 
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grain size could be observed in pl-SPS samples sintered at 1400 ◦C or 
above. 

The XRD patterns of sintered scaffolds shown in Fig. 5 confirm the 
occurrence of a permanent phase transformation at the higher sintering 
temperatures. The starting ceramic powder consisted of pure β-TCP, 
which was the only crystalline phase identified in all sintered scaffolds 
up to 1200 ◦C, regardless of the sintering technique. However, the high 
temperature polymorph of the material (α-TCP) was found in scaffolds 
sintered at higher temperatures. As already mentioned, the relative 

amounts of each phase were quantified through a Rietveld phase frac-
tion analysis using MAUD software. Convergence was reached in the 
refinement of all patterns and quantitative estimations of both phases 
were confirmed by a residual in weight (Rwp) ranging from 4% to 9%, 
and a significance level lower than 0.04. It is important to note that 
Rietveld refinement of β-TCP XRD data using published crystal struc-
tures often leaves some systematic mismatches due to different factors 
[32] which prevents a perfect fit. 

While CSA scaffolds sintered at 1300 ◦C still consisted of pure of 

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of CSA, RSA and pl-SPS scaffolds sintered at 1200 ◦C, 1300 ◦C, 1400 ◦C and 1500 ◦C, as indicated. Main peaks of the identified crystalline 
phases are labelled with symbols according to the legend, and the content (wt%) of α-TCP phase estimated from Rietveld analyses is shown on the right. 
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β-TCP, significant fractions of α-TCP of 5% and 25% were present in RSA 
and pl-SPS scaffolds, respectively. Both phases were also present in 
samples sintered at 1400 ◦C. In CSA and RSA scaffolds sintered at this 
temperature, fractions of approximately 15% and 17% of α-TCP were 
found, respectively, while it was almost the only phase present (95%) in 
pl-SPS scaffolds. Finally, at 1500 ◦C pure α-TCP was obtained in pl-SPS 
scaffolds and also almost (96%) in CSA structures, while β-TCP remained 
the primary phase (78%) present in RSA scaffolds. 

A phase transformation (β→α) is known to occur in TCP at temper-
atures over 1115–1160 ◦C [32,33]. Therefore, it is likely that during the 
two-hour dwell time employed in the conventional furnace, a significant 
portion of the original β-TCP underwent transformation to α-TCP at all 
the analysed temperatures. However, it was not unexpected to find 
β-TCP in all the CSA samples, since the reverse transformation (α→β) can 
occur during cooling, especially when slow cooling rates are used [32, 
33]. Although the same cooling rate was employed for all sintering 
temperatures, the fraction of β-TCP in the samples noticeably decreased 
with increasing sintering temperatures, to the point that CSA-1500 
samples were predominantly composed of α-TCP. This indicates that the 
two hour dwell time at lower temperatures was probably not sufficient 
to reach equilibrium (transformation of all β-TCP to α-phase) and 
therefore a lower fraction of α-phase was retained after the reverse 
transformation [33–35]. 

On the other hand, the dwell time employed in the case of RSA 
scaffolds was considerably shorter than that used for sintering CSA 
scaffolds (5 min vs. 120 min), and therefore an even smaller amount of 
material would be expected to undergo the phase transformation to 
α-TCP. Despite that, RSA-1300 an RSA-1400 scaffolds contained a 
slightly higher amount of α-TCP than their CSA counterparts. This is 
explained by the rapid cooling rates used in the rapid furnace, which 
limited the reverse transformation. Additional RSA treatments per-
formed at 1400 ◦C with the same dwell time and cooling rate as CSA 
yielded the same final α-TCP content (14%) as CSA treatments, while the 
same treatments with a rapid cooling rate of 100 ◦C/min yielded 54% 
α-TCP content. These results confirm, on the one hand, the critical role 
of the cooling rate in the retention of the high-temperature phase and, 
on the other hand, the need for long dwell times to achieve the β→α 
transformation, since this latter α content was much higher than that 
obtained in the original RSA treatments (17%). 

Interestingly, pl-SPS scaffolds exhibited even higher fractions of 
α-TCP than RSA scaffolds at all temperatures (Fig. 5), even though dwell 
times and heating/cooling rates were the same. This result indicates that 
the chemical environment during sintering plays a very important role 
in the final phase composition of the scaffold as well. In particular, as 
discussed regarding grain size, the presence of graphite in the furnace 
chamber is more critical than the sintering atmosphere itself. In fact, 
carbon can be interstitially incorporated into the TCP crystal structure, 
stabilising the more open crystal structure of its α-phase. This simulta-
neously promotes the β→α phase transformation at high temperature 
and hampers the reverse transformation to the denser β phase during 
cooling. This was verified by performing sintering treatments in a gas 
pressure furnace with graphite heating elements, using the same heating 
sequence as in CSA, which yielded almost pure (97%) α-TCP samples 
already at 1300 ◦C (as opposed to the 1500 ◦C required in CSA), 
regardless of the sintering atmosphere (vacuum or nitrogen) employed. 

TCP phase transformations, whether reversible or not, involve sig-
nificant volumetric changes in the crystal lattice [11,34], which 
generate important internal stresses in the material, often leading to 
microcracking. It is therefore not surprising that these cracks already 
appeared in the CSA-1300 specimens (Fig. 3) and their number and size 
increased at higher temperatures in both air furnaces, regardless of 
dwell time and heating/cooling rates. However, in the pl-SPS treated 
scaffolds, there is a clear reduction in the level of microcracking 
observed compared to their RSA/CSA counterparts. These differences 
could be attributed to the reduced occurrence of the reverse trans-
formation, but are most likely related to the reduction of the stresses 

associated with the phase transformation as a consequence of their 
lower densification and/or the compressive stresses introduced by the 
presence of the interstitial carbon atoms. 

3.2. Mechanical characterisation 

Regarding the mechanical characterisation of the scaffolds, uniaxial 
compression tests were performed to evaluate their behaviour under 
compressive stresses, caused by a force applied perpendicular to the 
building plane of each specimen, which is known to be the weakest 
orientation in DLP-manufactured structures [36,37]. Representative 
stress (σ) – strain (ε) curves resulting from these compression tests 
performed on CSA, RSA as well as pl-SPS specimens sintered at 1200, 
1300, 1400 and 1500 ◦C are included in Fig. 6(a-d). The results in these 
plots indicate that all specimens, as typical brittle open scaffolds, exhibit 
a catastrophic failure with several cracking events evidenced by a 
serrated curve. This performance matches previous reports regarding 
the mechanical performance of laminated materials subjected to 
compression stresses in perpendicular configuration [36,37]. 

The multiple cracking after peak load are to be expected, especially 
in porous structures, since the initial cracking event does not completely 
destroy the whole sample and the remaining pieces can still withstand 
some load. However, cracking events prior to peak load typically indi-
cate the presence of defects which fail prematurely compared to the 
healthy structure, or to uneven contact with the loading plates. At lower 
sintering temperatures, such cracking events are attributed mostly to 
surface defects related to layer attachment which seemed to be reduced 
at higher sintering temperatures when a greater densification is ach-
ieved (Fig. 2). Instead, at higher temperatures, such multiple cracking 
could be linked to the observed fissures (Fig. 3) generated during phase 
transformations. Thus, curves corresponding to RSA and especially CSA 
specimens generally show multiple local cracks before and after the 
maximum stress is reached. This is much less common in pl-SPS scaf-
folds, which tend to have a more defined peak stress, generally corre-
sponding to the first peak of the curve, in good agreement with the lower 
number of fissures observed in their microstructure (Fig. 3). 

Average compressive strengths (σc) of all sintered scaffolds, as shown 
in Fig. 7, were within or above the range of strength values for cancel-
lous bone [38]. As expected, the compressive strength of the pl-SPS 
sintered scaffolds increased monotonically with the sintering tempera-
ture, in a fairly good correlation with the evolution of their densification 
(Fig. 4a). A similar tendency was observed for the CSA and RSA treated 
scaffolds at the lower temperatures, but their strength suffered a drop 
upon reaching the highest temperatures. For CSA scaffolds, the differ-
ences in compressive strength between 1200 and 1400 ◦C were small 
and not statistically significant (p > 0.05) given the large error bars. 
Only the strength of scaffolds sintered at 1500 ◦C is significantly lower 
due to significantly different microstructure and composition (almost 
pure α-TCP) and the higher presence of cracks associated with the phase 
transformation. The increase in strength with temperature from 1200 ◦C 
to 1300 ◦C was most pronounced for the RSA scaffolds, with the 
RSA-1300 scaffolds exhibiting the highest average compressive strength 
measured (22 ± 4 MPa), nearly triple the value at 1200 ◦C (8 ± 3 MPa). 
However, despite the RSA-1300 scaffolds relatively fine microstructure 
and low microporosity (Fig. 4), their strength results still exhibited 
significant scattering and relatively large error bars. This could be 
attributed to the appearance of microcracks arising from the phase 
transformation, but could also be related to some external deformations 
suffered during densification (Fig. 2). As can be seen in Fig. 5, the 
number of cracks became more significant at higher sintering temper-
atures, which explains the drastic drop in RSA scaffolds strength down to 
as low as 4 ± 1 MPa for the RSA-1500 specimens. The fact that the 
strengths of the RSA specimens at 1200 ◦C, 1400 ◦C and 1500 ◦C fall 
below those of the CSA scaffolds may indicate that the rapid cooling rate 
causes a build-up of internal residual stresses in the material which is 
detrimental to its mechanical performance. 
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Fig. 6. Representative compressive stress-strain curves of CSA, RSA and pl-SPS scaffolds sintered at (a) 1200 ◦C, (b) 1300 ◦C, (c) 1400 ◦C and (d) 1500 ◦C, 
as indicated. 

Fig. 7. Average uniaxial compressive strength (with standard deviations as error bars) of scaffolds sintered as indicated in the legend.  
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Although, as already discussed, the phase transformation to α-TCP is 
enhanced in pl-SPS treated scaffolds when sintered at temperatures 
above 1300 ◦C (see Fig. 5), this transformation does not imply a greater 
presence of cracks in the microstructure (Fig. 3). Accordingly, the 
highest strength value for this type of scaffolds was measured at the 
highest temperature of 1500 ◦C. In particular, the average compressive 
strength increased progressively from 5 ± 2 MPa at 1200 ◦C to 13 
± 2 MPa at 1500 ◦C. In addition, scaffolds sintered in SPS suffered a 
lower shrinkage and therefore a visibly lower external deformation 
(Fig. 2). It is presumable that the occurrence of the β→α phase trans-
formation in still relatively porous scaffolds helped to prevent the 
cracking observed in CSA and RSA treated scaffolds. Moreover, due to 
the incorporation of interstitial carbon, the α-phase in the pl-SPS scaf-
folds was stabilised at a much lower sintering temperature (the SPS- 
1400 scaffolds already consist of 95% of α-TCP, see Fig. 4), thus avoiding 
the generation of further cracks even during the reverse α→β trans-
formation. These results suggest that with further optimisation of the 
heat treatment, it may be possible to obtain dense and crack-free pure 
α-TCP structures with a good mechanical performance by using pl-SPS. 

4. Conclusions 

Bone scaffolds were fabricated via digital light processing using 
β-TCP powder as the starting material. Vacuum debinding was followed 
by sintering, using either conventional furnace, rapid furnace, or 
pressure-less spark plasma sintering at four different temperatures: 
1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 ºC. Although all three sintering techniques 
were suitable for densifying the laminated scaffolds, the results varied in 
terms of composition, microstructure, and mechanical properties:  

• Regarding their chemical composition, a certain amount of α-TCP 
was found in the rapidly sintered scaffolds already at 1300 ◦C; and in 
the case of pl-SPS scaffolds, the transformation was almost complete 
at 1400 ◦C. The results confirm, on the one hand, the need for long 
dwell times or high temperatures to achieve a complete β→α trans-
formation and, on the other hand, that rapid cooling rates facilitate 
the retention of the high-temperature phase by avoiding the reverse 
transformation (α→β). Moreover, the presence of graphite in the 
sintering chamber plays a crucial role in stabilising the phase, 
explaining the compositional results obtained in pl-SPS scaffolds.  

• Regarding their microstructure, the phase transformation and the 
associated internal stresses caused cracks in the scaffolds, especially 
when high densifications were reached (e.g., in the CSA and RSA 
scaffolds sintered above 1300 ºC). On the other hand, the presence of 
graphite in the SPS apparatus hindered the densification of scaffolds, 
whose porosity remained relatively high at all temperatures, but also 
helped to avoid phase transformation-induced cracks.  

• As expected, the average grain sizes of the scaffolds sintered using 
rapid sintering techniques were significantly smaller than those 
sintered in a conventional furnace, especially for the pl-SPS speci-
mens. In general, while the grain size of pl-SPS scaffolds remained 
almost constant (despite the phase transformation), the size of β-TCP 
grains present in RSA and especially in CSA scaffolds increased 
notably with the sintering temperature. The phase transformation 
caused a significant reduction in the average grain size in both types 
of samples, since the α-TCP phase exhibited a very fine (sub-
micrometric) microstructure, with very little tendency to grow with 
sintering temperature (at least under pl-SPS conditions).  

• Although all scaffolds exhibited a compressive strength within the 
range of cancellous bone strength values, their mechanical perfor-
mance was limited by the presence of cracks, large grains and/or 
porosity. Interestingly, the presence of α-TCP did not appear to have 
a negative effect on the compressive strength of the scaffolds. In fact, 
the pure α-TCP SPS-1500 scaffolds exhibited the highest strength of 

all pl-SPS sintered scaffolds, and were also the most reliable (lowest 
relative data scatter) group of scaffolds. Their strength was only 
surpassed by RSA-1300 scaffolds, whose struts had a porosity ~43% 
lower.  

• The RSA-1300 scaffolds were ~ 40% stronger than the best SPS 
specimen and ~50% stronger than the best CSA specimen. However, 
the cracks already present in these scaffolds prevented them from 
exhibiting a higher strength and their multiplication thwarted efforts 
to achieve better mechanical performance by increasing the sintering 
temperature. Similarly, the compressive strength of the CSA scaffolds 
did not quite follow the increase in densification with increasing 
sintering temperature and was drastically reduced at 1500 ºC by 
phase transformation-induced cracks. 

Although RSA has proven to be a suitable technology for obtaining 
high-density scaffolds that prevent excessive grain growth, and the re-
sults obtained with RSA-1300 samples are promising, in order to obtain 
more reliable and stronger scaffolds it would be necessary to avoid the 
generation of phase transformation-induced cracks. The present work 
provides interesting insights into how the β↔α phase transformation of 
TCP can be influenced by controlling the heating and cooling rates, as 
well as dwell time and sintering environment. All this information 
should prove very useful in designing novel sintering strategies, such as 
two or multi-step sintering, which could help to improve the already 
promising RSA treatments. In addition, further research investigating 
the performance of pure α-TCP crack-free pl-SPS scaffolds with improved 
densification and more extensive mechanical analysis, including their 
performance under bending stresses, may also yield interesting results. 
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